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Words that starts with d

A list of words starting with d. There are 6074 words starting with d, listed below sorted by the length of the word. We also provide a list of words ending d.We skimmed through a large dictionary of words to get any words that start with the letters you provide. It's a great way to get a list of words ranging from d to wordplay, teaching kids about word structure
and grammar, or playing Scrabble or words with friends. Because of the size of the dictionary we use, and because it is made up of multiple sources, some of these words usually can't appear in spoken English, or may even be out of date or just a strange look. You just have to trust us when we say that they are all valid English words, even if they look
strange! 2-Letter words (3 found) Word Type Meaning Dabble verb Take part in activities in a random way. do something superficially Daft adjective Stupid, The senseless, silly Dapper adjective Neat in appearance and dressing Dastardly adjective Wicked and Cruel, means the cowardly Daunt verb Intimidate or discourage the debacle of the noun Crushing
defeat, the complete failure, the disaster debase verb Lower in quality or the meaning of Dearth noun deficit or the absence of the debrief verb the question detail about the decelerate's mission. , broken To postpone the verb To defer for a later time to postpone, to cede out of respect the respectful adjective Very Respectful Final Adjective Settlement
Something, Finally, with Power, the final final, most accurate of its kind Deft adjective Fast and skillful Defunct adjective No longer exists or functions, inactive Delineate verb to describe or point out exactly to draw a sketch of the Delusion of a noun false belief or impression , show reluctance to object to the Demure adjective Decorous, a modest, restrained,
shy denigration of the verb in order to denigrate or belittle, criticize unfairly Denizen noun resident, frequent visitor to a particular place Denny denounce the verb, use (resources) Deprecate verb Express disapproval to devalue; belittle the amortization of the verb Reduce or decrease in price over time Dereliction noun Failure to bear its duty, the rejection of
the verb Deride ridicule, ridicule, ridicule the pejorative adjective Critical or disrespectful verb Descry To see to discover the despicable adjective deserves contempt, hatred or contempt of the dejection and the dull Desuetude, moving from one subject to another in a half-hearted manner, the aimless Detriment noun harm or damage deviant adjective differs
from what that is considered normal, deviating from the normal Devious adjective Trick and behind-the-scenes rather than straight, circular, non-honest Devolve of power to a lower level to convey the responsibility of Dexterity noun Skill in performing tasks, skill in using their hands, body or mind Devil's adjective or, like the devil, the unofficial very bad
Diatribe noun violent verbal attack, the bitterness of the speech who is not an expert, person who takes part in activities for pleasure, dabbler Diligent adjective Cautious and conscientious, hardworking verb Discern See or be aware, perceive or recognize clearly Disconcert verb, upset, inconsolable adjective Very unfortunate, inconsolable discord noun lack
of consent or harsh noise, quarrel, divisive discretionary noun quality to be restrained, freedom to decide the discursive noun , (theme to the topic) Frustrated verb Frustration, having lost his good opinion about something Disgorge verb extract or cause to pour out the dissureal adjective Not sincere verb Disparage Speak critically to discredit the disparate
adjective Very different in nature, various Disquiition , long or complex colloquial or written report Spread verb Broadly to dispel, spread ideas. The dissent verb does not agree especially with the widely or officially held point of view Dissimulate the verb Hide or disguise their feelings Dissonance adjective Lack of Harmony, Discord Distraught Adjective Very
worried and upset, distracted Divest verb Strip Off to deprive (rank, power, etc.) Divulge verb show information, Docile adjective Easy to control, easy to discipline, submissive Dogged adjective Persistent Dogmatic , insisting that faith should be accepted by Doldrums noun Low Spirits , a state of inactivity or depression Doleful adjective Sadness, a sad,
mournful Domineer adjective Rule in a harsh or arrogant manner, the imperious and arrogant Sleeping Adjective Temporarily inactive, slow down a double-entendre adjective word or phrase with two meanings one of which is usually a rude Dowdy adjective not, a cruel, stern Drivel noun Stupid talking, silly, nonsense Dubious adjective hesitant or doubting,
dubious, unreliable or certain quality Dallard noun stupid man or unenforceable man Duress , threat or violence used to force a person to do something dysfunctional adjective does not work properly, unable to deal with Social Relations Words® that begin with the letter D Sort words® that begin with D Having a list of words A particular letter, or a
combination of letters, may be what you need to decide your next move and gain an edge over your opponent. Word Finder YourDictionary provides you with words to focus on, each with a point counts on Scrabble and words with friends. SCRABBLE® and WORDS WITH FRIENDS® are the property of their respective trademark holders. These trademark
holders are not affiliated and disapprove of and/or sponsor LoveToKnow® their products or websites, including yourdictionary.com. The use of this trademark yourdictionary.com only for informational purposes. Use this Word Finder to find words that start with D for Scrabble, words with friends and other word games. Words that start with D can gain a few
high scoring words on the next word of the game. Found 40,282 words that start with d. Browse our Scrabble Word Finder, Words With Friends and WordHub word solver to find words starting with d. Or use our unscramble solution to find your best game! Related: Words that end in d, words containing d Scrabble words with friends WordHub Crossword
dally spend time dapper marked up to date in clothes and manners favored by elegant, tailored costumes, he was once named one of the best dressed men in America by People magazine for his diplomatically dapper style. invulnerable to fear or intimidation He had undaunted courage, invulnerable energy, attractive manners, boundless ambitions,
unsurpassed powers of debate and strong personal magnetism. William H. Herndon Dawdle take his time; continue to slowly be alone, she ate slowly, and deliberately dawdled over the meal to kill time. Allyn, Jack lacked an insufficient amount or number of debacle sudden and complete debilitating catastrophe to make weak necropsy reports told horses
that were running with debilitating diseases: stomach ulcers, degenerative joint disease, pneumonia, metal screws from previous broken bones. The New York Times (March 27, 2012) debunk the expose while ridiculing the conclusion to conclude, reasoning These cases as extreme as they are, do not justify, in my opinion, the conclusion derived from them.
Kelly, Edmond defame the accusation falsely or with malicious intent Does the King know that he will smear and slander at these hearings no matter what? Defiance of the act of brave resistance to the government or the opposing forces At least 10 people were escorted by security from the building after systematic protest contrary to the actions of the
council. No longer in effect or use. inactive dejected affected or marked low alcohol levels harmful to living creatures a number of species are edible, while others have been reported as harmful, poisonous, etc. Taylor, Thomas delicacy considered the choice to eat a lady soon cooked dinner consisting of fried chicken, and other delicacies. Aughey, John H.
flood body growth and its overflow on the land of and bridges were washed away in places and roads flooded by muddy floods. Behavior as a man behaves towards other people Hollande projects a unifying, gay persona and leadership method that clashes with the dominant, impetuous, controversial Sarkozy and sometimes grating behavior. demographic
statistics that characterize the human population in my country are about 70 per cent of citizens aged 30 years and younger, and many other developing countries have a similar demographic situation. The New York Times (April 3, 2012) condemns the accusation or condemnation openly as disgraced Hundreds of protesters gathered in front of the
courthouse, chanting slogans condemning the perpetrators and demanding justice for the victims. The New York Times (April 5, 2012) portrays the show as a picture of a depleted use as resources or materials of eighty-four percent of the world's fish stocks are fully exploited, over-exploited or depleted, according to a UN-derived source or origin from which
something comes to be a conclusion of polite and court-friendly words.Milton, John's descendant is considered to be from some ancestral or race-related family who founded the two groups closely related to each other. The New York Times (November 23, 2011) descry catch Looking at the sea, I could descry no sails. Drake, Samuel Adams's desolate
providing no shelter or livelihood neighborhoods were barren cliffs, gloomy deep valleys, and deserted ravines, the only redemptive feature is a glimpse of the ocean on one side. Whymper, Frederick the dispossessed poor enough to need help from others They wandered around the muir and fell, in poverty and sadness, being dispossessed, suffering,
tormented. Turnbull, Robert deterrence to turn away from the belief Let no athlete or amateur naturalist be deterred from visiting Patagonia by the discouraging words of Darwin.Spears, John R. Harmful Injury or Injury Damage that he did is just so harmful to the country. Devout deep religious dexterity dexterity in the use of hands It is not as good as the
actual hand, obviously, but it gives you more dexterity because your fingers move on their own. The Seattle Times (December 1, 2010) is a diabolical display of cunning or ingenuity or wickedness he always craves after forbidden art, and many have fallen innocent victims of his diabolical intrigues. Roby, John the diafan is so thin as to transmit the light of the
watercolor, being transparent but visible, made for the unsuited: for painting water, reflection, steam, sky, foggy, diaphnal and remote. The diatribe of a thunderous verbal attack is grotesquely violent diatribes that characters sometimes throw at each other a parody of Lear's vicious language heaps on his ungrateful daughters, for example. New York Times
(January 15, 2010) classification in the opposite parts or subclasses of Sharp Dichotomy between their own lives and projections on televisions in their living rooms becomes more pronounced. The New York Times (January 2, 2012) didactic instructive, especially overconfident of himself lacking self-confidence He is an extremely good part, but was
somewhat insecure and shy. Ramer, an E. amateur amateur, engaged in activities without serious intentions for the rest, in practice I am a slacker, an amateur, and much more that is pleasant and completely useless. Griffith, George Chetwynd is gravely fraught with extreme danger; Almost hopeless in Florida, the demand for foster families was so severe
that children slept in child welfare facilities as soon as a few years ago. The Washington Post (December 31, 2011) was an emotionally disturbed embarrassment, neither the omission of roof-fringed nor discouraging silences; she communicated with ease and piquancy. Rives, Holly Erminie discord lack of consent or harmony For all the alleged
disagreements in this country, there is a surprising amount of real agreement on what the best America will look like. restrained with prudence or modesty and wise restraint Sarkozy tried to soften his image, becoming increasingly restrained about his personal life. The discrepancy between conflicting facts or claims or opinions to disenfranchise the European
Union observers said the vote was marred by preventable and logistical failures that led to an unacceptable number of Ugandans being disenfranchised. Disfigured mar or spoil the appearance of the disgruntled in a state of sulky dissatisfaction PA Parenteau breakaway goal less than two minutes stretched the New York lead and caused a cascade of
Seattle Times (March 21, 2012) dishevelled in disarray; extremely randomly ferocious winds blew some walls off some rooms, leaving disheveled beds and inappropriate furniture, but miraculously no injuries. disingenuous not simple or frank disinterming dig up for reburial or for medical investigation in the Northern Isles all remains disinterred, carefully
cleaned, wrapped again, and reburied; only the skull and jawbone have survived here. Kloss, C. Boden's disjointed lack of an orderly succession of grim causing despondency brownsville is a neighborhood so distinguished by negatives that even on a cloudless day, gloomy, tension can take hold. The New York Times (January 14, 2012) disassembled parts
of the Tunny machine, such as the Colossus computers they worked with, were dismantled and redesigned for spare parts after World War II. alarmed by the sense of despair in the face of obstacles She looked at him anxiously, as if lamenting, making him responsible for her Blasco Ib?? Vicente's disregard for expressing a negative opinion about Pitching
for more contracts, AMR is publicly trying to avoid disparaging firefighters, even if it criticizes the state business model. inequality or disparity in some respects across the country, women's groups point to glaring gender inequality in public life, noting that there are only 6 female governors and 17 female senators. The New York Times (March 26, 2012) is
impassively independent of the strong emotions or prejudices of sending the act of sending something Messengers were immediately sent in all directions, sending a welcome look at. Headley's Joel Tyler dispelled the power to quit the idea that sufferers of heart disease should avoid exercise was dispelled by a noted physiologist who successfully used
adjustable exercise. McCarthy, Louis Philippe dispensed with the release of lumber being scarce in this proximity, floors, doors, and belts and glass, were dispensed with. Gray, William Henry disperse the cause for individual displaced causes of the move, usually with force or pressure There is a desperate need for food, for shelter and assistance, Johnson
said after visiting the affected area and meeting with displaced people. Disposable designed to be thrown away after use Unfortunately, it's also normal to see these disposable cups spewing out of bins and banging about on sidewalks. His usual mood At this time he moved to a better society, where his court mannerisms and good-natured disposition made
him a universal favorite. Stark, James H. Spread the reason to become a well-known dissertation treatise advancing the point of view as a result of research He studied at Duke University, won a Rhodes Scholarship at Oxford and received a doctorate by writing a thesis on humanitarian movements and humanitarian aid. The New York Times (May 8, 2011)
is a dissident man who objects to some established policies different not so how two cities are so different in location, size and environment end up on the same end of the cost-of-living scale? dissimulate hide feelings from other people He was just more careful than usual in men, and so extremely honest that it was impossible for him to dissimulate.
Swiggett, Samuel A. dissipates the reason to separate and go in different directions dissipated by a busy pursuit of the pleasure of the Prince of Wales also still haunted by the most scattered rounds of pleasure, making his name hateful to every virtuous ear. Hamilton, Lady Anne is scattering depraved indulgence into sensual pleasure But some men mean
by the spirit of college something thinner than lawlessness, scattering, and rowdy. Addams, Jane's depraved rampant convention or morality of extravagance, debauchery, and depraved habits were sure to work in concomitant woes of wretchedness, poverty and poverty. Carroll, Mitchell dissolution or dissolution of relations weakening and the final
dissolution of old unions, unions, no longer meet all conditions, cannot be recommended as long as new constellations are within reach. Different dissolutions cause disappear and then the sparkling mass begins to dissolve and disappear. Rameur, E. dissonant auditory experience sound, which lacks musical quality On this album Wilco opened his music,
allowing noise, dissonance and other disturbances to transmoogreate what was a solid, simple root-rock. New York Times (September 26, 2011) Dissonance lacks harmony He thinks it's a practical joke because the music is fragmentary, stop-stopping, dissonance and strange. dissuade from persuading a few old miners tried, with the best of intentions, to
dissuade Gabe from going to these digs, saying that he would only meet with failure. Webster, Frank V. Far located far apart spatially I counted eight peaks, and then, approking, others, who first mingled with those higher and more distant, separated. Drake, Samuel Adams distend swell from or as if from internal distillation pressure to remove impurities and
increase concentration He made his mark by simplifying and distilling his ideas, using as few elements as the conventions of displaying art would allow. The New York Times (June 24, 2011) Distillation cleans the liquid by boiling it and condensing the vapors This process of heating an organic compound in a closed vessel without air access and food
collection is called destructive distillation. Meldola, Raphael distorted the turn and pressed out the mold It was dark and distorted, swollen a lot, and one of his eyes was closed. Micheaux, The Oscars divert to draw someone's attention away from something during the evening he kept his grief at bay as well as he could, distracting his thoughts with passing
objects. Weiman, Stanley John distraught deeply excited, especially from the emotions of distress cause mental pain for various many and various deprives to cease to pursue, as the investment of the dutiful willing to teach or under the guidance or supervision or directed Puma, however, is easy to tame and becomes very obedient under the kindly
treatment. Various dogmatic related to or involving religious doctrine expect neither theological disputes nor dogmatic discussions of any kind from me. R?ville, Albert doleful filled or causing sadness He never held out of dark threats, nor took, like many preachers about him, doleful tones of grief when he talked about religion. Ballou, Maturin Murray domestic
production in a particular country At the same time, domestic oil production is actually growing after decades of recession, meaning we have to import less than before. The New York Times (March 21, 2012), dominated by influence or control, looked strangely resolute and resolute; almost as she thought of it, dominant. Bindloss, Harold The Sleeper but able
to become active dreary causing despondency looking out of my window the landscape is cold and dreary. Vay, P?ter heavy, monotonous, routine work My worthy employer, however, obviously intends to hold on forever, and the messy, monotonous hard work has become unsupported lately. Bindloss, Harold's dubious fraught with uncertainty or doubt
through online forums, blogs and Twitter, the cottage industry has grown around instant criticism of dodgy scientific claims and dubious conclusions. Nature (December 7, 2011) the duplicity of the act of deception or acting in bad faith No matter what they touched was overshadowed; all they said or preached breathed betrayal; wherever they went, vice,
crime and duplicity marked their track. Hogan, William Strong's able to withstand the wear and tear of the Department said orders for durable goods, industrial products expected to last three years or more, fell 0.5 percent, less than originally estimated. live inhabited or live in They did not live in fixed abode, but wandered back and forth as inclination and duty
led. Ogg, Frederick Austin is shrinking to become less or lose the substance of the dystopian imaginary place where life is very bad, and yet his dystopian vision that the fate of humanity, our inevitable destiny, will be grinding, desperate poverty, lives on. On.
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